Pre-Kindergarten
Count Me In:
The Teddy Bears Counting Adventures

Virtual
Pre-recorded, 30 minutes,
available for two weeks

Kay Rosenblum

GSE: MGSEK.CC.1, MGSEK.CC.4, MGSEK.CC.5, MGSEK.CC.6, MGSEK.OA.1,
MGSEK.OA.3, MGSEK.OA.5, MGSEK.MD.3, MGSEK.G.2

We’ll meet and count 10 Teddy Bears, 10 Bunnies, 10 Flowers,10
Children, 10 Birds, 10 Polar Bears, 10 Frogs, 10 Hands, 10 Feet & 10
Funny Faces. We’ll count them individually and by tens. We’ll add
and subtract. We’ll use mathematical symbols such as “=”, “+” “-“ ,
greater than, less than and numbers.

Theatre for the Very Young
A professional performance for children ages 4 & 5 years old
• A cultural experience for the very young on their own terms
• An inventive approach to making quality art experiences
• A way for focus and creative thinking to be nurtured or even
discovered for the first time!

Roob and Noob

Live @ the Museum

Theatre for the Very Young

Assembly-style, 45 minutes, 80
students min.— 200 students
max. (please include
Kindergarten to request
program); 9:30 or 10:45; Oct
11-14 & 17-21

Meet Roob & Noob: two overly curious scientists who love nothing
more than discovering something new. Join them on an interactive
adventure, as they build machines from simple objects and explore
the wonder and sensations of each of the four seasons. Inspired by
Rube Goldberg's magical machines, this unique theatrical performance combines science and the arts, proving that sometimes the
most profound discoveries are achieved by simply playing.

GSE: TAK.1E.1

GSE: TAK.RE.1

All Smiles

Live @ the Museum

Theatre for the Very Young

Assembly-style, 40 minutes,
50 students max. per
performance, 9:15, 10:30,
11:45; Feb 7, 8 , 9, 10

How do you smile? With your mouth or with your eyes? Does it show
on your face or just on the inside? We all have different ways of showing, sharing & processing our emotions. So, when we send a smile to a
friend, how is it received? What happens if it gets returned to sender? Created in partnership with the Marcus Center for Autism, this delightful show explores how all smiles are different.
GSE: TAK.RE.1

The Lizard and El Sol
Theatre for the Very Young

Live @ the Museum

An interactive adventure based on a famous Mexican folktale about a
time when El Sol, (the Sun), disappeared from the sky. Young ones and
their caregivers will help the tenacious Lizard find the sleepy El Sol and
finally coax him out of his hiding place. With colorful puppets and
bright Mexican inspired music and dance, this journey culminates in a
grand festival celebrating the joy of sunshine and friendship!

Assembly-style, 40 minutes,
50 students max. per
performance, 9:15 and 10:30;
April 12, 13 14

GSE: TAK.RE.1

Artful Stories
Michael C. Carlos Museum
A wonderful experience for pre-Kindergarten students, Artful Stories is a multilayered educational
program. The program and buses are offered free to FCS Pre-K classes through the generous
funding support from the PNC Foundation in partnership with the Carlos Museum and the Teaching
Museum.
Pre-K classes will travel to Emory University’s Carlos Museum to explore the galleries, hear a story,
and enjoy hands-on art making—a great opportunity for students to experience art, literacy,
and cultures of the world.
The program is open to pre-Kindergarten classes of 23 students or less, with a minimum of 1
chaperone/teacher for every 5 children. If your group has special needs, please let us know.
This program is only available for Pre-K classes. Spaces are limited—so book now!
Artful Stories Spring Program:
Spring Tour and Book to Be Determined
If you are interested, please register for the “SPRING PROGRAM” on the “click here” link and select a date.
We will update you on the content of the program once it is confirmed.

More Free Resources for

Pre-Kindergarten!

Find short, fun videos to share with your students!
Storytellers, Puppetry, Music, Movement & More!
www.youtube.com/c/TeachingMuseum

Check out these STEM lessons for your class!

Major funding is provided by the Fulton County Board of Commissioners.
This project is supported in part by the National Endowment for the Arts.

